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Abstract 

From the recent literature review, it is evident that existing agile methodology lacks the 

method to evaluate the requirement understanding of agile team members for a given set of 

requirement chosen for agile software development. Hence, there is a need to introduce a 

requirement understanding check to ensure every agile team member follows the given 

requirement clearly without any ambiguity. To fill this existing gap, this research paper 

proposes to extend the usage of story cards to evaluate the understanding of the given 

requirement and to highlight any challenges and risks in the early stage of requirement 

understanding under agile software development methodology, if any. This paper primarily 

focuses to introduce a robust requirement understanding evaluation process in agile 

methodology. The research results were found to be motivating and were analyzed by 

comparing the data-points using time-series for performing agile query analysis, agile team 

velocity analysis and agile team involvement analysis for two agile teams where one team 

delivered the sprint output using agile traditional method while another team opted for 

proposed approach. A considerable decrease of 33.07% was observed in the number of 

queried raised and a significant increase of 26.36% in agile velocity was observed for agile 

sprint under proposed approach when compared to agile traditional approach. Also, a 

significant shift from 40%-80% team involvement under traditional agile method was uplifted 

to 80%-90% team involvement under proposed approach. 
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Introduction 

Requirement gathering is the key to success for any software development project. Agile 

methodology has simplified the requirement gathering a lot when compared to waterfall 

model which has clearly improved the success rate of agile projects. Agile methodology does 

not encourage heavy documentation for requirement gathering. Hence, the documents like 

System Requirements Specification (SRS) have almost disappeared. Agile methodology has 

made the task of requirement gathering much simplified since it has the ability to handle the 

frequent changes in business requirement with the help of short delivery cycles. Agile 

suggests capturing the requirement through pre-defined format called user stories. The user 

stories are written in the format like As a (stakeholder role)…I want (specific requirement) 

…So that (business benefit). In initial days of agile, the user stories were captured using story 

cards in physical mode later on the story cards disappeared as software tools took their place.  

The one drawback associated with user stories is that they are at high level since it is really 

difficult to capture all the requirements details in a single line of text. Hence, to make user 

stories more accurate the acceptance criteria are added so that the agile team clearly knows 

what conditions needs to met against which the working software will be accepted. There is 

defined format for the acceptances criteria as well such as; Given   <I am a stakeholder>; 

When < condition >; Then <action>. Every user story is further broken down into tasks. The 

successful completion of all these tasks denotes that the given user story is now ready for 

review to be conducted by customer. 

Although, agile methodology has practices like product grooming sessions of few hours 

where the given user stories are further refined for better understanding of requirement but 

there is no way to evaluate if agile team is able to understand the requirement correctly or 

not.. In the absence of any requirement understanding process, post product backlog 

grooming session team immediately starts working on the development of the scoped user 

stories which may cause a risk to the delivery of software product taken under development. 

Hence, to fulfill this gap this research work proposes to use the story cards for evaluating 

requirement understanding of agile team .The results from the research shows the sprints 

delivered with traditional agile approach have more likelihood of inaccurate delivery due to 

lack of understanding of requirement by agile team when compared to sprints where newly 

proposed approach was incorporated. 

In this paper we will focus on usage of user stories for requirement understanding. This 

paper is structured as follows. The provided literature review highlights the related work done 

so far and the existing gaps. The proposed approach details about the research algorithm and 

evaluation criteria for examining research results. The methods and implementation provides 

an insight about the method employed to execute the proposed research followed by the 

detailed discussion on research results. The conclusion and way forward draws the attention 

towards the fact that the proposed research work successfully filled the existing gap related to 

requirement understanding in agile software methodology. 
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Background 

Agile project management methods revolutAgile project management methods revolutionized the way how software projects are ionized the way how software projects are 

executed and organized executed and organized (Stettina & Hörz, (Stettina & Hörz, 20152015)).The gathering, understanding and managing  .The gathering, understanding and managing  

agile requirements is a key factor to the success oagile requirements is a key factor to the success of agile software development effort f agile software development effort (Kavith(Kavitha a 

& Thomas, & Thomas, 20112011)). From the recent literature review, it has been observed that plenty of . From the recent literature review, it has been observed that plenty of 

research has been done on agile requirement gathering research has been done on agile requirement gathering (Alam et al., (Alam et al., 20172017))  (Rida et al., (Rida et al., 20162016))  

and agile requiremeand agile requirement managing nt managing (Okesola et al., (Okesola et al., 20192019))  (Shim & Lee, (Shim & Lee, 20192019)). . (Lucassen et al., (Lucassen et al., 

20152015))    and and (Moreno & Yagüe, (Moreno & Yagüe, 20122012))    acknowledges user stories as a widely used notation for acknowledges user stories as a widely used notation for 

formulating agile requirements in agile development projects. In formulating agile requirements in agile development projects. In (Wake, (Wake, 20032003))  INVEST INVEST 

frameframe-work  highlights every good user story has to be independent, negotiable, valuable, work  highlights every good user story has to be independent, negotiable, valuable, 

estimable, small, and testable. estimable, small, and testable. (Beck, (Beck, 20042004))  first introduced the concept of user stories to first introduced the concept of user stories to 

software development which was later developed and extended to other agile methodologies software development which was later developed and extended to other agile methodologies 

like scrum by like scrum by (Cohen, (Cohen, 20042004)). In simple words, . In simple words, (Jeffries, (Jeffries, 20012001))  user stories comprise of three user stories comprise of three 

aspects known as aspects known as 33C: card, conversation and confirmation which are essential for requirement C: card, conversation and confirmation which are essential for requirement 

ggathering. Here, third ‘C’ confirmation relates to user story acceptance criteria. However, in athering. Here, third ‘C’ confirmation relates to user story acceptance criteria. However, in 

this research work, we propose to extend the third ‘C’ to the agile team members as well by this research work, we propose to extend the third ‘C’ to the agile team members as well by 

confirming whether they understand the agile requirement or not. More confirming whether they understand the agile requirement or not. More than than 3030  automated automated 

tools are available for agile practitioners for assisting requirement management.tools are available for agile practitioners for assisting requirement management.(Zhu, (Zhu, 20172017))  

suggests a user friendly visual approach to manage the business value for frequently csuggests a user friendly visual approach to manage the business value for frequently changing hanging 

agile requirements but does not provide a platagile requirements but does not provide a plat-form for agile practitioners to reflect their agile form for agile practitioners to reflect their agile 

requirement understanding. requirement understanding. (Tr(Trkman et al., kman et al., 20162016))  proposes to a business process model to proposes to a business process model to 

explore the dependencies among user stories in order to enhance requirement understanding. explore the dependencies among user stories in order to enhance requirement understanding. 

However, identifying the dependent user stories does not assure that agile team clearly However, identifying the dependent user stories does not assure that agile team clearly 

understands theunderstands the  given agile requirement in the form of usergiven agile requirement in the form of user-story. It is possible that for a story. It is possible that for a 

group of dependent user stories, agile team members may still have little understating issue. group of dependent user stories, agile team members may still have little understating issue. 

(Dalpiaz & Brinkkemper, (Dalpiaz & Brinkkemper, 20182018))    confirms confirms 90%90%  of agile practitioners employs userof agile practitioners employs user-story for story for 

capturing requirements. It further provides the quality user story framework driven by capturing requirements. It further provides the quality user story framework driven by 1313  

quality criteria to improve the quality of userquality criteria to improve the quality of user-stories under three stories under three wide categories syntactic, wide categories syntactic, 

semantic and pragmatic. But, it does not attempt to extend the usage of usersemantic and pragmatic. But, it does not attempt to extend the usage of user-story cards story cards 

beyond requirement gathering. Since,  beyond requirement gathering. Since,  (O’hEocha & Conboy, (O’hEocha & Conboy, 20102010))  user story represents a user story represents a 

technique of establishing a shared understanding of software requtechnique of establishing a shared understanding of software requirements using a lowirements using a low-

overhead, user centric and flexible approach. Therefore, it gives raise to the need of overhead, user centric and flexible approach. Therefore, it gives raise to the need of 

introducing a requirement understanding check for all agile team members. In introducing a requirement understanding check for all agile team members. In (Daneva et al., (Daneva et al., 

20132013))highlights that understanding requirements dependencies is of paramount importance highlights that understanding requirements dependencies is of paramount importance 

for the successful deployment of agile approaches in large outsourced projects but does not for the successful deployment of agile approaches in large outsourced projects but does not 

provide any approach for evaluating requirement understating of agile team memberprovide any approach for evaluating requirement understating of agile team members. In s. In 

(López(López-Martínez et al., Martínez et al., 20172017))  provides a Bayesian algorithm  based knowledge model to provides a Bayesian algorithm  based knowledge model to 

determine complexity and importance of userdetermine complexity and importance of user-story estimation technique. The rstory estimation technique. The research work esearch work 

highlights that the team members with low experience have problems in performing an highlights that the team members with low experience have problems in performing an 
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accurate estimation when compared to experienced agile practitioners but does not confirms accurate estimation when compared to experienced agile practitioners but does not confirms 

that the provided requirements were equally clear or not to both thethat the provided requirements were equally clear or not to both the  group of individuals group of individuals 

which could have influenced their estimation ability in return. In which could have influenced their estimation ability in return. In (Al(Al-Garni, Garni, 20182018))  ,th,the twelve e twelve 

requirements prioritization techniques highlighted were the Analytical Hierarchical Process requirements prioritization techniques highlighted were the Analytical Hierarchical Process 

(AHP), the Numerical Assignment (NA), the Binary Search Tree (BST),the Planning Game (AHP), the Numerical Assignment (NA), the Binary Search Tree (BST),the Planning Game 

(PG), the Cumulative Voting (CV), the Quality Functional Deployment (Q(PG), the Cumulative Voting (CV), the Quality Functional Deployment (QFD), the costFD), the cost-value value 

approach, the Winapproach, the Win-Win method, MosCow, the TopWin method, MosCow, the Top1010, the bubble sort approach and the , the bubble sort approach and the 

Wiegers approach. But none of the listed techniques has been extended to examine the Wiegers approach. But none of the listed techniques has been extended to examine the 

requirement understanding. The research work requirement understanding. The research work (Miranda et al., (Miranda et al., 20092009))  proposes an efficient proposes an efficient 

user story user story sizing technique but does provides any details around whether the agile team sizing technique but does provides any details around whether the agile team 

clearly understands the requirement provided through userclearly understands the requirement provided through user-story or not. The recent CHAOS story or not. The recent CHAOS 

summary reports summary reports 75%75%  of software projects fails due to inaccurate estimation of software projects fails due to inaccurate estimation (Khan et al., (Khan et al., 

20192019))  . Since agile effort estimation techniques like planning poker, T. Since agile effort estimation techniques like planning poker, T-shirt sizing and many shirt sizing and many 

others are mainly based on userothers are mainly based on user-stories therefore, it becomes critical for the agile team stories therefore, it becomes critical for the agile team 

members to clearly understand the requirement to members to clearly understand the requirement to avoid any inaccurate effort avoid any inaccurate effort 

estimation.estimation.(Dimitrijević et al., (Dimitrijević et al., 20152015))  emphasis on the usage of the automated useremphasis on the usage of the automated user-story story 

management tools namely Planbox, tinyPM, Agilo for track, ScrumDesk, VersionOne management tools namely Planbox, tinyPM, Agilo for track, ScrumDesk, VersionOne 

supported by their comparasupported by their comparative study but unfortunately all these tools are primarily focused tive study but unfortunately all these tools are primarily focused 

on user story management and does not aid in evaluating requirement understating of agile on user story management and does not aid in evaluating requirement understating of agile 

team members. Hence, this research work aims to fill this gap.team members. Hence, this research work aims to fill this gap.(Alyahya et al., (Alyahya et al., 20162016))  evaluates evaluates 

3030  agile planning tools but none of them supports any method to evaluate the requirement agile planning tools but none of them supports any method to evaluate the requirement 

understanding of agile team members. understanding of agile team members. (Beck & West, (Beck & West, 20042004))  clarifieclarifies user story is distinct s user story is distinct 

from similar techniques (scenarios and use cases) because it is always told from the point of from similar techniques (scenarios and use cases) because it is always told from the point of 

view of the user, not the developer. Therefore, it is of paramount importance that a new should view of the user, not the developer. Therefore, it is of paramount importance that a new should 

be introduced in agile software developmebe introduced in agile software development where agile team members including developers nt where agile team members including developers 

can present their point of view about the provided agile requirement. can present their point of view about the provided agile requirement. (Baruah, (Baruah, 20152015))  consider consider 

poor requirements and changes to requirements as one of the causes for project overrun and poor requirements and changes to requirements as one of the causes for project overrun and 

quality issues in the delivered software but does not regard lquality issues in the delivered software but does not regard lack of  requirement understanding ack of  requirement understanding 

of agile team members as a issue. of agile team members as a issue. (Strode, (Strode, 20122012))  concludes most coorconcludes most coordination is for managing dination is for managing 

requirement, expertise, historical, and task allocation dependencies; all forms of knowledge requirement, expertise, historical, and task allocation dependencies; all forms of knowledge 

dependency. Hence, improved requirement understanding at earlier stage in sprint planning dependency. Hence, improved requirement understanding at earlier stage in sprint planning 

will reduce some of cowill reduce some of co-ordination efforts. Henceordination efforts. Hence, this paper suggests an effective and efficient , this paper suggests an effective and efficient 

way to evaluate requirement understanding by agile team right at the beginning of every way to evaluate requirement understanding by agile team right at the beginning of every 

sprint resulting into reduced delivery risk. Also, once the agile team goes through the sprint resulting into reduced delivery risk. Also, once the agile team goes through the 

requirement evaluation stage, irequirement evaluation stage, it clearly understands what needs to be delivered without any t clearly understands what needs to be delivered without any 

ambiguity. It has also been observed the execution of user stories were faster when compared ambiguity. It has also been observed the execution of user stories were faster when compared 

to execution of user stories without requirement understanding procedure.to execution of user stories without requirement understanding procedure. 
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Proposed Approach 

This resThis research paper suggests extending the usage of userearch paper suggests extending the usage of user-story cards to evaluate the story cards to evaluate the 

understanding of the given requirement for a software development project under agile understanding of the given requirement for a software development project under agile 

methodology. The components of the usermethodology. The components of the user-story cards are the stakeholder role, high level story cards are the stakeholder role, high level 

requrequirement and benefit. Here, the stakeholder role corresponds to the individual who irement and benefit. Here, the stakeholder role corresponds to the individual who 

provides the requirement to the agile team, further the high level requirement details the provides the requirement to the agile team, further the high level requirement details the 

requirement in layman’s language and the third and the last component of userrequirement in layman’s language and the third and the last component of user-storystory  cards cards 

captures the value achieved on the delivery of the given business requirement. The figure captures the value achieved on the delivery of the given business requirement. The figure 11  

depicts the usual format of agile userdepicts the usual format of agile user-story card.story card. 

 

Figure 1. Agile User-Story Card 

The proposed agile userThe proposed agile user-story card format shown in figure story card format shown in figure 22  employs four new clauses when employs four new clauses when 

compared to traditional agile usercompared to traditional agile user-story card format as shown in figure story card format as shown in figure 11.The newly extended .The newly extended 

useruser-story cards have two mandatory clauses and two optional clauses. story cards have two mandatory clauses and two optional clauses.  

 

Figure 2. User-Story Card Extended format for Requirement Understanding 

 

In general, the first and foremost statement “As a” help the agile team member to understand In general, the first and foremost statement “As a” help the agile team member to understand 

his role within the agile team. The clause his role within the agile team. The clause 11  helps the team member to state what s/he is ghelps the team member to state what s/he is going oing 

to contribute in the given sprint followed by clause to contribute in the given sprint followed by clause 22  that helps the team member to provide that helps the team member to provide 

an estimation of efforts in the number of days. The clause an estimation of efforts in the number of days. The clause 33  lists down the information or lists down the information or 

support or infrastructure the team member needs to perform the delisupport or infrastructure the team member needs to perform the delivery and the clause very and the clause 44  

provides an opportunity to the team member to raise any challenge or risk early in the provides an opportunity to the team member to raise any challenge or risk early in the 

requirement understating phase. However, based upon the role of the team member the requirement understating phase. However, based upon the role of the team member the 

content of the all the newly added four clauses will be updatedcontent of the all the newly added four clauses will be updated  to cater the need of the specific to cater the need of the specific 

team member. For example the Scrum Master might use the newly introduced userteam member. For example the Scrum Master might use the newly introduced user-story cards story cards 

for estimating the expected numbers of days and the expected resources needed to deliver for estimating the expected numbers of days and the expected resources needed to deliver 

given requirement. In addition to this, thgiven requirement. In addition to this, the scrum master can add the details to the proposed e scrum master can add the details to the proposed 

format to capture any challenge foreseen while delivering the said requirement like agile team format to capture any challenge foreseen while delivering the said requirement like agile team 

recruitment. Similarly, the newly proposed format of user story for requirement validation can recruitment. Similarly, the newly proposed format of user story for requirement validation can 
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be extended to be extended to other team members playing the role of developer, testers, DevOps and others other team members playing the role of developer, testers, DevOps and others 

in the agile team to capture the expected numbers of days and expected resources required to in the agile team to capture the expected numbers of days and expected resources required to 

deliver the given requirement and to highlight any challenges that could hamper the prdeliver the given requirement and to highlight any challenges that could hamper the project oject 

delivery as shown in figure delivery as shown in figure 33, , 44  and and 55  respectively.respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3. Proposed User-Story Card for Agile Developer 

 

Figure 4. Proposed User-Story Card for Agile Developer 

 

 

Figure 5. Proposed User-Story Card for DevOps 

Research Algorithm  

The proposed research algorithm as The proposed research algorithm as shownshown  in figure in figure 6  is simple to follow where agile team is simple to follow where agile team 

member were asked to update the newly proposed usermember were asked to update the newly proposed user-story cards for each requirement story cards for each requirement 

provided through userprovided through user-stories from agile release backlog.stories from agile release backlog. 

 

Figure 6. Research Algorithm 
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Evaluation  Criteria 

The research results were analyzed by comparing time-series for two agile teams (Team A, 

Team B) where for Team A all the sprints were executed using agile traditional method while 

for Team B for all the sprint the proposed approach was taken into consideration. Time 

series analysis comprises methods for analyzing time series data in order to extract 

meaningful statistics and other characteristics of the data. Hence, it was employed for 

performing the result analysis for the three evaluation criteria chosen for performance 

analysis. The three evaluation criteria considered to determine the effective of proposed 

approach over agile traditional approach were agile query analysis, agile team velocity 

analysis and agile team involvement analysis Experiment Data Record 

Materials and Methods 

Agile Team Set-up 

The two agile teams of 15 team members each were set-up to deliver the sprints as per the 

agile traditional versus the proposed approach. The profiles of all agile team members from 

both the agile teams has similarity index of 0.95. Both the agile teams were given same set of 

requirement to develop working software for a small banking module having 150 user-stories 

spread over 10 sprints each. Each sprint was of 10 days in length based upon the agile team 

consensus. 

Agile Requirement 

The given agile requirement was share with both the agile teams as shown in figure 7. As a 

Bank Customer I want to transfer money from one country to another in 10 seconds So That I 

can quickly send money to my relatives living in abroad. Although, the requirement seem to 

be simple at first glance but had a lot of salient feature that need to address at the requirement 

understating stage. For example the first observation is the given requirement involves an 

international transaction therefore currency conversion comes into picture. The security and 

performance are other two critical requirements followed by customer account details. 

Therefore, to ensure agile team understand all the aspects of given requirement there is need 

to support the current product backlog grooming session with the proposed user-story cards to 

ensure all the minute details of the provided requirement are discussed at the very beginning 

of the sprint. 

 

 

Figure 7. Sample User-Story Card for Requirement Gathering 
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Agile Process 

As per the standard agile practice, a common product grooming session was conducted by 

product owner for both the teams where all the user stories were explained by the product 

owner and the agile team members asked questions for clarity wherever required. Both the 

agile teams were then asked to initiate the sprint planning meetings separately using planning 

poker. All the agile ceremonies remained similar for the agile teams except the Team B was 

asked to update the newly proposed requirement understanding user-story cards for each user 

story mentioned in the release backlog (as shown in figure 8.) which was discussed during the 

sprint planning meeting of Team B. Also, both the agile teams were asked to keep a track of 

the length of their agile meetings like daily stand-up, sprint review and sprint retrospective 

along with the number query raised by team members on daily basis. The tracking of number 

of query and number of query rose were not seen as an over-head but were required to gather 

the data points for research findings. As shown in figure 8, all the team members of agile 

team B included scrum master, developer, tester and devops to update the newly proposed 

requirement understanding user-story cards to confirm their understanding. 

 

 

Figure 8.  Sample User-Story Card for Requirement Understanding 
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 Results 

The three evaluation criteria namely query analysis, agile team velocity and agile team 

involvement analysis were chosen to analyze the efficiency of the proposed approach versus 

traditional agile approach are discussed below. 

Query Analysis 

Query analysis acted as a key metric to demonstrate the degree of requirement understanding 

of both the agile teams. It can be interpreted as more the number of queries during sprint 

execution lesser is the requirement understanding. From table 1, it is clearly visible that the 

agile team following the proposed approach got the plat-form with help of proposed extended 

story-cards to raise and clarify the requirement understanding queries during the sprint 

planning session which was not the case for agile team following the traditional approach.  

Hence, it was observed the number of queries raised were consistent throughout the sprint in 

traditional agile method while the number of queries raised were higher in the beginning of 

the sprint but then were decreased to single digit towards the end of sprint under proposed 

approach. A considerable decrease of 33.07% was observed in the number of queried raised 

during entire agile sprint under proposed approach when compared to agile traditional 

approach since a number of repeated queries were found to reduced drastically under 

proposed method. The figure 9 shows the time-series representation of query analysis for 

traditional approach versus proposed approach. 

Table 1. Data for Time Series Query Analysis 

Sprint Details Sprint Days 

Average Number of Queries  per 

Day 

(Traditional) 

Average Number of Queries per 

Day 

(Proposed) 

Sprint Planning 1 35 120 

Sprint Execution 2 28 25 

Sprint Execution 3 26 12 

Sprint Execution 4 27 5 

Sprint Execution 5 30 3 

Sprint Execution 6 26 3 

Sprint Execution 7 24 4 

Sprint Execution 8 26 3 

Sprint Execution 9 26 1 

Sprint Review 10 15 0 

Total Queries 
 

263 176 
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Figure 9. Time Series for Query Analysis 

Agile Team Velocity 

In agile software development, the velocity is a measure of story points delivered by agile 

team during a sprint. A significant increase of 26.36% in agile velocity was observed under 

proposed approach when compared to agile traditional approach. The increase in agile team 

velocity under proposed approach is driven from the fact that agile team saved large amount 

of time by getting all the requirement understanding queries resolved during sprint planning 

as discussed above. Hence, under proposed approach the team worked seamlessly on the 

assigned user-stories and delivered 26.36% more story-points when compared to team 

velocity under traditional approach. The table 2 provides the comparative study of story-point 

delivered under proposed and traditional approach and figure 10 provides a time series for 

agile team velocity analysis. 

Table 2. Data for Time Series Agile Team Velocity Analysis 

Sprint ID 
Number of Story Points  

Delivered Per Sprint (Traditional) 

Number of Story Points  

Delivered Per Sprint (Proposed) 

1 110 140 

2 120 155 

3 90 120 

4 100 110 

5 95 120 

6 100 135 

7 100 125 

8 120 145 

9 130 160 

10 125 165 

11 115 140 

12 120 145 

13 95 130 

14 105 145 

15 125 150 

Total 1650 2085 
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Figure 10. Time Series Agile Team Velocity Analysis  

Agile Team Involvement Analysis 

A short survey was conducted for both agile teams where agile team members from both the 

agile teams were asked to rate their team involvement experience on the given scale of 0-

10%,10-20%,20-30%,30-40%,40-50%,50-60%,60-70%,80-90% and 90-100%.  From table 3, 

it is clearly evident that a higher team involvement emerged under proposed approach when 

compared to traditional approach which was an added advantage. A significant agile team 

involvement of 80-90% under proposed approach was observed when compared to agile team 

involvement largely between 40%-80% under traditional approach. Figure 11 depicts the 

time-series data for agile team involvement under proposed and traditional approach. 

Table 3. Data for Time Series Agile Team Involvement Analysis 

Team Involvement Scale (0-100%) 
Agile Team Member 

Involvement Using Likert 
( Traditional) 

Agile Team Member 

Involvement Using Likert 
(Proposed) 

10-20% 0 0 

20-30% 0 0 

30-40% 0 0 

40-50% 3 0 

50-60% 2 0 

60-70% 6 0 

70-80% 4 0 

80-90% 0 9 

90-100% 0 6 

Total 15 15 
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Figure 11. Time Series for Agile Team Involvement Analysis  

Conclusion 

With the help of this research work, it has been observed that user-story cards can be 

successfully used to evaluate the requirement understanding of agile team members. The 

extended use of user-story cards proved to be useful for handling majority of the requirement 

related queries in the beginning of the agile software development project. The proposed 

usage of story-cards with new structure also increased team involvement and improved the 

team velocity. Hence, this research paper recommends the usage of proposed agile story cards 

for the evaluating the requirement understanding of agile team. 

Way Forward 

The results from the provided research work were found to be encouraging and meaningful. 

Therefore, the researcher further plans to extend the usage of story-cards for requirement 

prioritization, test-case development and test-case prioritization in agile software development 

with help of machine learning algorithms. 
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